The back nine starts with another wide fairway climbing gently uphill. Trees line the right, and rough on the left, but
it is an opportunity to open your shoulders! Again, for bigger hitters, a birdy opportunity. A bunker short of the
green is ready for anyone under-clubbing, while bunkers guard both left and right approach. Again, a long green so
check flag position for club choice.

LONG par 3! Narrow green with bunkers left and right guarding entrance, only the straightest and longest find the
green. Lose one of those elements and you face a tricky chip from any angle.

Again a beautiful looking par 5, which threads through two sets of mature trees. Best drive line is closer to the left
hand side of the hole. A large fairway bunker is placed to stop any under-clubbed approaches. The green has a
bunker guarding each side of the long, narrow green. The green looks deceptively flat – don’t be fooled!

Once again, a long Par 3. Faced with a dip in front of the tee, a copse left and a pond right, the drive can look tight,
but a clean hit should see you up close. Anything short could find the approach bunker. The green is guarded at front
by another bunker. The flag position can change the complexion of this hole each time you play it.

Probably Arrowe Park’s signature hole. The ‘Public Card’ has this as a Par 5 (note the sign above!) but it is a Par 4
from both tees for club members. From the championship tee a very difficult drive between two sets of mature trees
starts the hole. Be prepared to reload with a provisional as many balls are lost ricocheting around the trees and into
the rough! If the drive is negotiated well, you are still left with a long second to the green, guarded both sides by
bunkers and with a dip in front to halt any short approaches. Most golfers are very happy with a 5 here!

From the championship tee this Par 3 belies its stroke index. Guarded short front and on both sides by bunkers, flag
position can make this a very tricky hole to find. Again, be aware this is a long narrow green which affects club
choice.

Another long Par 4 which snakes downwards over unusual terrain; the ‘humps’ are remains of farming drainage from
middle ages (and can be followed into the trees!). A wide fairway, rough on the left and trees right should be
avoided. Longer hitters should be aware of an out of bounds around the pond just right of the fairway. Again, the
green is guarded left and right by bunkers which gobble up wayward second shots, which generally have been hit
with a longer iron. Some subtle borrows on the green, but generally one where you can attack the pin.

The easiest of the Par 4s on the back nine, a straight drive will give you a short/medium iron into the green. There is
out of bounds to the right, by the practice ground. The entrance to the green is narrow, guarded by two tricky
bunkers. Again, a subtle green, but good putters will relish attacking the pin.

What a beautiful hole to complete your round. This Par 5 rolls gently downhill, offering a wide fairway. Trees left and
right will punish errant shots, and once the track is reached an out of bounds remains on the right for the rest of the
hole. The hole tightens around the green, with a big dip before, to catch any under-hit approaches. There is out of
bounds to the right, left and behind the green, with the approach also guarded by bunkers left and right.
Nevertheless, for good hitters this is often seen as a birdie opportunity.

